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Nexi big thing

Medical art

UCF med student
shows off her artistic
prowess - SEE NEWS,A2

Transfer center Tom Herzog ready
to hold down the fort -SEESPORTS,A7

,I I

One year later,
cuts still hurt

Police

~.

KATIE KUSTURA

•

Contributing Writer

One year ago, UCF
made a decision that cost
more than 40 faculty members their jobs and left more
than 1,000 students in a
degree-seeking limbo.
In a move that stunned

•

many, UCF's Board of
Trustees approved a decision July 23, 2009, to cut
four ofthe school's academic programs and put one in
suspension
The programs that were
cut were cardiopulmonary
sciences and radiologic sciences from the College of

. Health and Public Affairs,
engineering technology
from the College of Engineering and Computer Science, and management
information systems from
the College of Business
Administration
Actuarial Sciences in the
College of Sciences was

suspended. This saved the
school more than $4 mil- .
lion, about 2.5 percent ofthe
total budget for academics,
according to a program
eliminations
document
available in the online Budget Resource Center.
Even though it's been a
full year since the school
shut off life support for
those four programs, many
of those who were affected
remember, as clear as day,
what. it felt like when they
found out
When Anna Fielder
transferred to UCF from
Ohio State University, she
didn't expect to consider
PLEASE SEE

OFFICIALS ON A4

•

Robbery

New-look housing -

ROBBER HAS
GONE TO THE

DARKSIDE

Abank robber aressed as"Star Wars'
villain Darth Vader made off with an
undetennined amount of cash after
pointing a handgun at startled
tellers inside aChase bank branch on
Long Island.Detectives say the man
walked into the bank shortly before
noon Thursday wearing afull head
mask and a blue cape.The only part
ofthe unifonn that was out of place
were his camouflage pants.And that
handgun - no light saber.

bonuses

Board of Trustees
to dole out $289,000
BRANDI BROXSON
News Editor

Breaking
news on
your cell

J

·Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

,

LIBRARY WILL HOLD
SUMMER BOOK SALE
ON WEDNESDAY

The UCF Library will be having its
Summer Book Sale on Wednesday
from 10 a.m.lo:1 p.nt in Room··
142.Avariety of materials will be
available at prices ranging from 50
cents to $1.

LOCAl &STATE, A2

BROWARD TEACHER
GETS HOUSE ARREST
FOR IDENTITYTHEFT

Former MonarchHighSchool
teacher, Sheyla Diaz, is under
house arrest for sixmonths after
stealing student identities to apply
for at least 17 credit cards.She was
sentenced Friday.

SARASOTA CHURCH
BURNEDIN
SUSPICIOUS FIRE

•

.•

•
•
'a

The First Church of Christ-Scientists
burned in a suspiciousfireon
Fridaymorning. Authorities are
current~ investigatingand believe
someone may have brokenin.The
church has $10,000 in damages.
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Aclmins,
Hitt get
delayed

j

,,

'We no longer
serve on any
committees,
because we
have no future
here .... We're
zombies,·
metaphorically ·
speaking.'

£!AMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE

It's not afashion makeover, but Building 27 at Pegasus Landing has a new look as workers try to remedy a mold problem that forced some
residents to be moved to other apartment buildings. Work on the building started in the middle of July, though a date for completion is not set.

During a telephone conference
meeting Thursday, the Board of
Trustees voted to proceed with
bonuses dut! to
administration
members.
The
payouts
total
nearly
$289,000.
President Hitt
will receive the
highest
bonus, Hitt
which
totals
$143,085.01 according to a 2006-09
Performance Unit Plan Payment
document available on the Board
of Trustees website.
Other administrators that will
receive bonuses include William
Merck, the vice president for
Administration and Finance, and
Robert Holmes, the vice president
for Development and Alumni
Relations, who will get almost
$20,000 each.
Retired Provost and Executive
Vice President Terry ,Hickey will
receive $26,572.93, the largest
bonus amount\after Hitt's.
.
"Tony Waldt! will replace
'Hickey this fall.
The bonuses w re given to faculty members for succeeding at
performance goals set for the
2006-09 period that ended June
30,2009.
According to the Board of
'Ihlstees Compensation and Labor
Committee Report and RecomPLEASE SEE BONUSES ON AS

Removal hearing for
Pozin pushed back
CARLOS PINEDA
Editor-in-Chief

The removal hearing for
impeached Sen Jereme Pozin will
be moved to Aug. 5, according to
an e-mail sent by Drew Pope, the
speaker of the Student Government Association Senate.
The removal hearing - the
final step in the impeachment
and removal process - will be
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Key
West Ballroom at the Student
Unio~
According to the e-mail, the
meeting was rescheduled to give

,_

the Legislative, Judicial and Rules
Committee enough time to finish
the discovery process.
Pozin is accused of being
intoxicated in the SGA office and
was impeached July 15 by a vote of
18-9 - with two abstaining votes.
On July 16, Venessa Jacobs, the
chair of the Services and Public
Relations Committee, released a
MICHELLE DAVIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
statement that the discovery The removal hearing for Sen.Jereme Pozinwill be pushed bade to Aug. 5 after initially being scheduled for
process of investigating claims in this comingThursday.The delay will give the URCommittee more time to finish the discovery process.
the impeachment affidavit would
removed from his leadership questioning the accused, accuser
take two to four weeks.
The removal hearing was first position and Senate seat, accord- and any witnesses involved.
The Senate will still meet this
scheduled for this Thursday to ing to the statement.
The hearing process includes Thursday as usual.
determine if Pozin would be

! A2 www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

, Cooking demonstration

Meghan Murphy Van
, Camp, UCF's licensed and
registered dietitian and
nutritionist, will be teaching students how to prepare a healthy and delicious meal.
Van Camp will also
give tips to leading ·a
• healthy lifestyle.
Samples of the meal
and 500 LINK Loot points
- will .b e given to those who
attend
The -event will be held
Tuesday from 4:30 p.m. to
. 5:30 p.m. in the Wellness
Center Classroom.
Contact Health Ser' vices at 407-823-5841 for
more information.

Library to hold book sale

The UCF Library will
hold its Summer Book
Sale in Room 142 of the
library on Wednesday.
The sale will be held
" from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
• is open to the public.
"
Fiction, textbooks and
media will be available at
~· prices ranging from 50
cents to $1.
. ·Contact Traci Milbuta
' at 407-823-1424 for more
-, ,information.

,.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

. .Former teacher given house
arrest for stealing identiti~

MIAMI ....:.. A former
Broward County. teacher
: will spend six months
•· under house arrest after
· stealing the identities of
:.' students.
·
Sheyla Diaz, 44, pleaded
' guilty to identity theft in
. May. She used her student's
names to fill out 17 credit
card applications.
Diaz resigned from her
job at Monarch High
School in January. .
"My crime was egregious, and I lost everything
near and dear to me:' Diaz
said

Suspicious fire bums Sarasota
church office and sanctuary

SARASOTA~ Authorities are investigating fire
that burned the First
' Church of Christ Scientists
on Friday morning.
It appears as though
someone may have broken
in Fresh graffiti covered the

a
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ZOAR ORTIZ

Contributing Writer

It's not every day that medical students are
given the opportunity to demonstrate their
artistic and empathetic sides.
But once that opportunity appeared in the
form.of a contest, UCF's Shawna Bellew seized
it and won.
·
According to the American Medical Asso- ·
ciation's website, Bellew and 33 medical ·students from around the country participated in
the first AMA Humanities Initiative.
The medical-themed art _c ontest encourages future doctors to identify with patients.
This year's theme urged its participants to
express empathy through poetry and art.
Submissions were due by June 1 and were
displayed and judged during the AMA-MSS
Annual Meeting on June 10. Bellew's winning
still-life painting, "The Standardized Patient,"
depicts the different parts of an artist's manPHOTOS COURTESY SHAWNA BELLEW
nequin tied together with rope.
Shawna Bellew's 'Toe Standardized Patient" was the winning
Bellew attributed the inspiration of her
entry of the American Medical Association Humanities Initiative.
work to her first art professor.
·
"It was actually an assignment for my first high school, I took anatomy and physiology
painting class at UCF," she said. "So, I have to over the summer at the local community col- .
give a lot of credit to my professor, Carla lege [and] I loved watching Discovery Health '
Poindexter, who created this still-life in the art as far back as middle school"
studio. The assignment was to use the still-life
For Bellew, art and medicine seem to go
to make a surrealist type painting in the style hand-in-hand Because of her interest in both
of De Chirico."
fields, her painting expresses the message that
Following those instructions, Bellew she wants to send to her future patients.
attempted and managed to create a "surreal
"In the context of the painting, I'd say that it
environment'' by depicting the body parts as a is about empathizing with the feeling of
"foreboding architectural structure, like the patients that physicians [and] hospitals ... are
looming towers in a De Chirico."
extremely intimidating and overwhelming,"
The 23-year-old Matlacha native has been Bellew said ·~ a patient myself, I have found
interested in art her entire life.
it difficult to ask doctors questions an.d often
As a child, she took some art classes in ele- feel unsure of what is going on wi~ my own
mentary school and was encouraged-to contin- health care. You are always going to be the best
ue painting and sketching by her older sister, advocate for your own well being."
Lynn.
Her approach to empathy concerning
As Bellew's academic career took off, so did patients begs the question of her views on
her passion for art. In high school, she did one holistic medicine.
ofher higher-level International Baccalaureate
·Bellew said she is "definitely interested in
specializations in fine art and declared it as her medicine as a way to promote optimal health
. first major in college.
·
as opposed to prolonging life."
During that time, she expressed a desire to
Though Bellew is not yet sure about what
design computer game graphics, b.ut she kind of doctor she wants to be; she says that
decided to go on a different path and declared she will keep an open mind as she continues
·fine art as a minor instead.
her studies in the ColHowever, it has not lessened her zeal for art.
lege of Medicine.
· ~ is the creation of something, whether
[it] is physical or a moment, that evokes
thoughts or feelings in another person as a
form of communication," she
said
Bellew's interest
in medicine also
goes back to her
childhood.
"My father is an
emergency room
physician, and I
remember him
explaining · ...
the body
[tome]as
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LET US KNOW

The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your·
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail ·
to Events.CFF@gmailcom

-

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL 32817

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Mostly sunny with winds
MOSTLY
SUNNY

.High:93°
low:76°

east-southeast at 9 mph and a 20
percent chance of rain.
Tonight: Winds from the south at
6 mph with a 10 percent chance "
of rain. Partly cloudy at night.

Tuesday

MOSTLY SUNNY

Wednesday

High:94°
Low:78°

High: 94°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 78°

One free copy ofthe Central Florida Futpre
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased fromouroffice with
prior approvalfor $1each. Newspaper theft
is a aime. Violators may be subject to civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University disdpline.
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Ariz.:'law comes after years of momrt:ing anger
(en1nl :Jforiba

..
•
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· AMANDA LEE MYERS

near the border. Authorities believe - but have
never produced. substanPHOENIX - As the tive proof - that an illegal
days tick down until the immigrant, likely a scout
Arizona·immigration law for drug smugglers, was to
talces effect, the state blame.
Almost immediately
stands as a monument to
the anger over illegal Krentz came to symbolize
immigration that is present what's at stake with illegal
in so many places._
immigration. Politicians
The anger has been quickly connected the
simmering for years, and dots, but everyday folks
erupted into a full-blown also spoke with anger and
fury with the murder of a fear about the rancher's
prominent rancher on the death.
border earlier this year.
''You can't ignore the
The killing became a pow- damage and the costs to
erful rallying cry for immi- the taxpayers and the disgration reform and the respect that comes with it
sweeping new law set to and those who think they
talce effect Thursday, bar- have a right to brealc our
ring any last-minute legal laws;' says Russell Pearce,
the fiery state senator who
action.
But it does not tell the wrote Arizona's new
whole story about how immigration law.
Arizona got to this point.
Pearce, in fact, is the
Turn on the evening godfather of anti-illegal
news in Arizona and some immigration sentiment in
report reflecting the state's Arizona and author of
battle with illegal immigra- many of the tough laws.
tion will likely flash across
He regularly depicts
the screen. ·
illegal immigration as an
A drop house crammed "invasion." He can tick off
with
illegal
border-. the names of police officrossers·smack in the mid- cers killed or wounded by
die of a suburban neigh- - criminals in the country
borhood. Traffic patrols illegally.
and workplace raids that
One of those names is
net the arrest of dozens of that of his son, Maricopa
illegal immigrants, often in County Sheriff's Deputy
heavily Hispanic commu- Sean Pearce, who survived
nities. Politicians spealcing , a gunshot wound to the
venomously about border abdomen from· an illegal
violence and the leech of immigrant in 2004 while
immigration costs on the serving a search warrant in
state treasury.
a homicide case.
Along the streets, AriThat might explain
zonans see day laborers Pearce's
indefatigable
near Walmart and Home effort against those enterDepot parking lots, waiting ing the country illegally,
for work. In some Phoenix- but he says he held tough
area neighborhoods, Span- views before his son was
ish is so predominant both shot. He insists that his
in s~oken word and sig- frustration centers more
nage that residents com- broadly on the crime that
plain they feel like they're immigrant
smugglers
in a foreign country.
bring into the.country and
Then rancher Robert the financial stress that
Krentz was gunned down illegal border-crossers put
in March while checking on communities.
Between 40 percent
water lines on his property
Associated Press
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MATT YORK/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Charlene Greenwood, of Glendale, Ariz., shows her support of Arizona's new
immigration law S81070 outside the Sandra Day O'Connor Federal Courthouse in
Phoenix.As the days tick down until the Arizona immigration law takes effect,
the state stands as amonument to the anger over illegal immigration that is
present in so many places.

and 50 percent of all immi- munity Hospital, 4 miles
grant arrests each year ·on north of the border in Bisthe U.S.-Mexico border are bee, the emergency room
made in Arizona, accord- sees one or two illegal
ing to the U.S. Border immigrants every shift. Dr.
Patrol.
·
Daniel Roe, the emerAnd the annual costs? gency-room medical direcAbout $600 million for tor, says many come in
educating illegal immi- with broken bones from
grants at K-12 schools, jumping the 15-foot-tall
more than $120 million for border fence, others suffer
jailing illegal immigrants from walking for days in
convicted of state crimes the desert with little to no
and as much as $50 million water, and ·others have
that hospitals have to eat been involved in car accifor treating illegal border- dents.
crossers, according to fig"It's very much part of
ures provided by Superin- our normal flow," he says.
tendent
of
Public ·"But it demands resources.
Instruction Tom Horne, So it affects the operating·
Gov. Jan Brewer's office budget"
and the Arizona Hospital
Immigrant
medical
and Healthcare Associa- costs led the hospital to
tion.
shutter a skilled nursing
At Copper Qµeen Com- facility and its maternity

ward several years ago, laborers and published
according to the hospital's them.
top administrator.
"I am not so sure it's the
John Leopard, · who media and politicians who
camped out with Minute- are whipping this up as
man Project volunteers much as the public," said
during a 2005 patrpl north Rick Van Schoik. director
of the·border, says he's not of Arizona State Universia~ irritated by seeing day ty's North American Cenlaborers lining street cor- ter for Transborder Studners as he is the federal ies. ''In election years,
government's inactions people who tend toward
and the Justice Depart- either extreme want to
ment's lawsuit against Ari- find passions that their
zona's new immigration cause would win the election."
law.
The·immigration anger
The law requires police
who are enforcing other has led the state to pass at
laws to check a person's least seven laws cracking
immigration status if offi- down on illegal immigracers reasonably suspect tion in a~ many years.
the person is in the coun- Those laws made English
try illegally. It also requires the st ate's official lanthat people carry and pro- guage, denied bail to illegal
duce. their immigration immigrants charged with
papers, while making it a · serious crimes and prohibcrime for illegal immi- ited them from being
grants to solicit work in a awarded punitive damages
public place.
in civil cases.
"We have policies that
. Opponents of the law
are injurious to our well- say illegal immigrants are
being," says Leopard, a being scapegoated and
retired computer scientist wrongly characterized as
whose housekeeper was in freeloaders, pointing out
the country illegally before that they pay sales taxes
she was able to obtain U.S. and put money into Social
citizenship.
Security that they will
Don Sorchych, editor never be able to take out.
.and publisher of a small
They say the state's
local newspaper called the rapid growth over the last
Sonoran News, says over decade couldn't have hapthe past 20 years his quaint pened without immigrant
Phoenix-area town of Cave labor, that housing prices
Creek has seen illegal have been kept reasonable
immigrants set up "vil'- by those who did work that
lages" made of scrap lum- U.S. citizens wouldn't ber and canvas.
like roofing a new subdivi"I think people confuse sion in Arizona's noracial profiling and being a degree summer heat.
As Joy Williams of Tucracist," Sorchych says. "I'm
not saying you should, but son sees it, immigrants add
if you could profile, you'd to the melting pot that is
be right 95 percent of the Arizona and are doing jobs
time. They wear a certain Americans don't want
uniform, certain shoes,
Williams, who works as
gloves in their back pock- a research Clerk in the
County
Legal
ets, clothes from Good- Pima
Defender's Office, is also
will."
Sorchych got so fired up angry :-- but about what
about illegal immigration she says is the open racism
that he took photos of peo- she's seen and heard in
ple who picked up day recent months.
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There's so much in life worth celebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumph s - big and sm all.

•
•
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And Walt Disney Worur Resort m akes it easy for you to magnify those moments.
;-

Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what m agic is waiting especially for Florida Residents .
Make this the year to d ream big .. . wish hard . . . and celebrate at the place where dream s come true .
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What~lill you celebrate?
~~f~f.Wotld .
'WI.Jeff drams cmr.e true

.A.s to D isney properties/artwork: © Disney
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Officials hope to avoid more cuts down the road

FROM Al

transferring to a third school
Her parent's deteriorating health was enough to
worry about, but when UCF
cut her program, radiologic
sciences, the Titusville
native was crushed.
"I didn't find out from
UCF or anything," Fielder
said "I found out from my
mom because she had heard
about it on the news, so I
went online and I looked it
up. Once I saw that she was
right, I just cried."
Fielder had only been
back in Florida and at UCF
one year when the-school
decided to make the cuts.
''When this first happened, I was really surprised,
because UCF is trying to set
up their own medical college
and spread the word," said
Fielder, who didn't understand why the school would
cut a program so closely
related to the medical field
· Another upsetting factor
in having her program cut
was the loss of scholarship
money that had been used
up while she was in the radiologic sciences program.
''When we pay · them
tuition, we're paying them
for that degree," she said
CFf ARCHIVE
"We're not paying them the
money just, for them to be When program cuts were announced a year ago,students and faculty protested.Ayear later, and some students have switched to other programs, and some faculty are staring unemployment in theface.
like 'Oh, well we don't do
·this anymore, so you have to even though she had been said. ''I just really wish UCF that has happened, she still why this particular pro- deal with more program
very upset initially because would drastically improve questions UCF's reasons gram was laid o~· he said eliminations or more prodo something else.' "
Fortunately for Fielder, she had really wanted to go their communication skills, for cutting the programs, ''We still had plenty of stu- gram cuts," Hickey said
not just with the administra- and she is not the only one. dents. We're not what we "Right now, we can afford
she was able to earn a health into radiology.
'We heard when it was used to be, of course, but up to apother 4 percent cut
''Now, after almost a year, tion to the students, but
sciences minor while making the transition into the J'm actually k,ind of glad that among the administration done,'' said William Leigh, shoot, not many depart- without having to resort to
.
any other steps, [and]
a professor in the manage- ments are.''
nursing program at 'UCF. it did happen just because I themselves.''
Although he'll teach at we've got $97 million in
She is also able to look at the want to be a nurse anes- ' Despite having come to a ment information systems
change as a beneficial one, thetist eventually," Fielder good place.with everything program. ''We certainly UCF for one more year, reserves that we can use to
weren't included in any while the students from get us through this.'' 1
.decision making, nor was the final class in the proHe
added
that,
the decision making ever gram
finishes
their although that sum may
degrees, he knows things sound like a lot, it goes
satisfactorily explained.''
When Leigh learned will never be the same.
quickly and should not be
his program had been
''We're kind of dead relied on too heavily
kiJ].ed, he knew that his people as far as the college because it's supposed to
career as a teacher was is concerned," he said 'We get UCF through the next
no longer serve on any five years.
over.
·~t 62, nobody wants to committees, because we
Also, when the stimuhire me," said Leigh, who have no future here, no lus money runs out, the
knows a younger candi- input in anything. We're university could face even
Check out our Classifieds,
date would be offered a job · zombies, metaphorically larger cuts.
.
L8989165
online and in print!
speaking."
' "There's no reason to
before he would.
Once the 2010-11 school believe that we're done,"
Leigh taught at UCF for
22 years and had taught 10 year ends, Leigh said he'll said Hickey, who urges
years before that at two probably find a job in con- those who were affected
other universities. He was tracting to help finish put- by last year's cuts to really
the s(;!cooo;:faculty me:oi- ting 1;ris kids through col--~ think ~ut why they ~ e
ber to be hired for the pro- lege.
made arid what 1t felt Jike·
gram when it began. .
Someone who won't be to make them.
He also had a back- looking for a new job is
"You can imagine this
ground in the field that led Terry Hickey, the former was not an easy decision
him to be successful with- provost and executive vice 0n anybody's part, but we
in the program early on. president of UCF who were looking after the best
During his time at the retired June 30.
. interest ofthe university as
school, he was promoted
Although the school . a whole, and nobody felt
to a full-time professor and will be getting a new· good about it," he said.
provost in Tony Waldrop ''Nobody feels good when
earned tenure. ·
Though he'd had a good in the fall, Hickey said the we have to eliminate faculrun in the program, it was- school's financial troubles ty, staff and students, but
n't enough to keep the pro- are far from over.
nobody likes having about
gram running as a whole.
"Our goal is to try and 28 percent of their budget
. ·"I never did figure out get through the next·sever- taken away from them
why there was a layoff and al years without having to either.''
·
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BonuSes earned interest after being deferred
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FROM

Al

mendations, when that
three-year cycle ended,
the president and vice
presidents requested that
any payments due to them
be suspended because of
current budget restraints.
The Compensation
and Labor Committee
concluded that the university needed to make
the payments due no later
than Oct. I, 2012, but the
agreement also stated
that the board had the
option of making those
payments sooner.
The report states that,
''The agreement also provided for interest calculated annually on the balance, using a one-year
Vanguard Certificate of
Deposit rate, which was
set at 1.4 percent for the
first year."
That is why Hitt's initial bonus payout amount
increased by $1,650.
According to an article
from the Orlando Sentinel, "Trustees on Thursday decided to distribute
the payouts to Hitt and
the others now rather
than wait a few years
more and have interest
build up on the owed
money."
Administrators may
not be the only ones who
receive bonuses this year.
According to its website, the UCF chapter of
the United Faculty of
Florida began bargaining
with the Board of
'Ihlstees on July 14 for a
one-time bonus amount
of $1,500 and a I percent
pay increase for UCF faculty and professional
staff.
Hitt, who became the
fourth president of UCF
in 1992, is the second
highest-paid public university president in Florida, and he is ranked 32nd
nationwide, according to

a report by The Chronicle
ofHigher Education.
The Future reported in
February that Hitt's base
salary is $463,500, more
than $27,000 more than
the median base salary
amount which was disclosed in the report.
The report also stated
that Florida state law
allows taxpayer dollars to
cover only $225,000 per
institutiOIL
Private
donations,
namely from alumni,
cover most of public university
presidents'
salaries and benefits.
The Future also reported that in November, the
Board voted to give Hitt a
pay increase, but he
declined because of the

bad economy.
Hitt isn't the only university president to be
deferred from performance bonuses.
The St. Petersburg
Times
reported
in
December that USF President Judy Genshaft was
set to receive nearly
$94,000 in bonuses but
her payment will be
deferred until the economy improves or she
reaches the end of her
contract in June 2012.
USA Today reported
that University of Florida
President Bernie Machen
received his bonus and
donated
the
entire
amount of $285,000 that
he received in 2008 to a
scholarship program he

founded for low-income
students at risk of losing
their chance at a college

educatioIL
uled for Sept. 23 from 8
The next Board of a.m.-5 p.m. at the Live Oak
Trustees meeting is sched- Center.

Enrollment in
for-profit colleges

Popularity of for-profit schools
has increased in recent years.
For the U.S., in millions

1.s ··············· 1.5 million~ -- .

226% increase
1.2 .........---...- since 2000

0. 6 ...... ,......
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UCF PresidentJohn Hitt will receive a bonus of $143,085.01,an amount that earned interest after being d ~ fromlast year.
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NOTE: Only degree-granting, for-profit
colleges are included; fall enrollment
numbers are used
Source: U.S. Department of Education
Graphic: Chicago Tribune
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Ex-R.Kelly lawyer to deliver Blagojevich closing
MICHAEL TARM
Associated Press

CIDCAGO
Sam
Adam Jr. made his name
with a fire-and-brimstone
style at Chicago's grim. gritty Criminal Courts Building, where his decisive closing arguments once helped
acquit R&B singer R Kelly
on child pornography
charges.
The 37-year-old defense
attorney will try to work
the same magic on Monday,
closing for Rod Blagojevich
at the ousted governor's
corruption trial. But he will
do it - for the first time in
his career - at the Dirksen
Federal Building, a more
staid atmosphere where
many believe Adam's theatrics and booming rhetoric
can'twin.
The much anticipated
closing will be a big
moment for Blagojevich
and Adam. If Adam persuades jurors of his client's
innocence, he will have
proven detractors wrong
and could establish himself
as a rising legal star on a
stage beyond Chicago.
Attorneys at the Dirksen
Building, many of whom
went to the finest law
schools, tend to look down
on their counterparts at the
criminal courts building,
known as "26th and Cal" for
its location at 26th and California streets. There, many
attorneys started in traffic
court and worked their way
up.
"They're
different
worlds," says Michael
Helfand, a Chicago attorney with no link to the case.
"If Adam gets too carried
away, the judge could certainly stop him. That could
be a disaster in closings
because you lose your
rhythm.''
Before a packed cqurtroom, prosecutor Chris
Niewoehner will go first
Monday, connecting the

dots of a complex case in a
cool, just-the-facts-ma'am
manner more common at
the federal courthouse.
But the spotlight will be
on the burly, colorful Adam,
who has already clashed
with Judge James Zagel and
faces a considerable challenge: Defending his client
after not introducing a single witness or piece of evidence.
The defense rested on
the day prosecutors finished five weeks of calling
witnesses and playing wiretap recordings of a foulmouthed
Blagojevich
allegedly scheming to parlay decisions as governor
into personal gain.
Blagojevich, 53, has
pleaded not guilty to 24
counts, including trying to
sell or trade an appointment to President Barack
Obama's vacated Senate
seat for a Cabinet post, private job or campaign cash.
His brother, Robert
Blagojevich, 54, has also
pleaded not guilty to taking
part in that alleged scheme.
Adam has a record of
around 60 wins and five
losses in trials when he
delivers the closing. After
one last ye:,u-, a jury acquitted a client accused of murder for stabbing his neighbor 61 times.
During a break from his
preparations Saturday, he
told The Associated Press
he won't use notes during
his Blagojevich closing,
which will last more than
two hours. He'll memorize
the outlines - but improvise, too.
Adam, affable and gregarious outside court, said
his objective is to both tell a
story and put on a show.
''That doesn't mean a
show in the clownish
sense," he said. ''But you've
got to figure out how to best
make your argument. Ifyou
can do it in an entertaining
way, not only are jurors not

•

.

bored~ they'll understand
and accept it more."
His colleagues say
Adam knows how to connect with jurors.
''When ·Frank Sinatra
sang· at nightclubs, every
woman believed he was
singing to her;' said another
Blagojevich attorney, Sheldon Sorosky. "Sam has that,
too. Every person on the
jury thinks he's talking to
them."
Adam's father and law
partner, Sam Adam Sr., said
he took Sam Jr. to 26th and
Cal a boi urging him to
converse with everyone
from bailiffs to janitors. If
you want to be a trial
lawyer, he told him, don't
learn to talk like one.
''The problem with most
lawyers is they spend all
their time with other

as

•

•
•
•
•

'.
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Attorney for former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich Sam Adam Jr. talks to members of the media at the Federal Court building in Chicago after his defense rested without
calling any witnesses.Sam Adam Jr. made his name with a fire-and-brimstone style at Chicago's grim, gritty Criminal Courts Building, where his decisive dosing
arguments once helped acquit R&B singer R. Kelly on child pornography charges.
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lawyers," said Sam Adam tose not to figure out how Adam is likely to tell jurors
Sr., 74. '½.t trial, you're not to get a dollar out of$52 bil- that prosecutors failed to
talking to other lawyers but lion," he thundered, refer- prove any crime, rendering
to jurors who are waitress- ring to the state budget. the ex-governor's testimo"But who didn't?'' he con- . ny unnecessary.
es, teachers, firemen."
Zagel several times took •
Blagojevich
jurors tinued, spiru;ling and pointAdam to task for repeating
include several ex-Marines ing at Blagojevich. "Him!"
and a one-time postman.
Adam also told jurors questions in cross examina"Most lawyers aren't Blagojevich wasn't going to tion. Once, he asked jurors
used to talking to ordinary let a "chubby, four-eyed to leave the courtroom and
people;' added Sam Sr. "My lawyer" talk for him but admonished Adam for askson is."
would testify himsel£ He ing a witness about having
the same last name as a terThat ability was on dis- never did.
play at R. Kelly's trial in
Some saw that as a mis- rorist in the Sept.11 attacks.
His father acknowledges
2008. He shouted and take, a broken promise to
pleaded one second. The ' jurors. Others .suggest the risks, but also expresses
next, he laughed or whis: Adam outfoxed prosecu- pride and confidence in his
pered. And he pounded his tors by leading them to son.
'½.bsolutely they think
fist. At various times, he think Blagojevich would
invoked God, Satan, Santa · testify - thereby holding 26th and Cal attorneys can't
back some evidence for do it," he said. "But the •
Claus and McDonald's.
He displayed that blend rebuttal
jurors are regular people.
of indignation and folksy
Judge Zagel will instruct Until juries are made up of
humor opening for Blagoje- jurors . not . to give any just lawyers and judges, ~'
vich last month.
weight to · Blagojevich's how can they be sure he
''You mive tq be coma- decision not to _testify. But can't do it here?''
C

.,
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Six questions heading into fall camps
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

1bis is the first in a twopart series of questions
about the football team
before it enters fall camps
inAugust

1.What are the major ·
stren~ and biggest weaknesses of the team?

DURANT SHINES IN TEAM USA
BASKETBALL SCRIMMAGE

lAS VEGAS - Kevin Durant scored a
game-high 28 points to lead the White
squad past the Blue 114-%atthe USA
Basketball Showcase on Saturday night.
Durant had six rebounds and was 10
for 17 from the field and 6for 6from
the free-throw line in 29 minutes.
Andre lguodala had 17 points for the
winners, going 5 of 6from the field
including making all three 3-point
attempts. Rudy Gay led the Blue with
23 points going 7of 11 from the field,
including 3 of 4from 3-point range.
'They're coming together more than I
thought they would;' United States
coach Mike Krzyzewski said.'There's a
great spirit of cooperation.They're really
agood group of guys. They've been
tested this week. They've done it
enthusiastically. It was areally good
week for us'.'
Eric Gordon added 16 points and
Derrick Rose had 15 for the White,
which shot 55 percent from the field.
Stephen Curry had 14 points and
Tyson Chandler added 13 and nine
rebounds for the White.
Tyreke Evans sat out with asprained
ankle. ·
The roster of 19 players will be cut to
14 or 15 by Monday and training camp
begins for the world championships in
New York Aug. 10.
''Wefre going to be ablue-collar
team;' Durant said. ''We're going to play
hard on every possession. We'll live
with the results. We have so many great
guys'.'

Even with the loss of
Torrell Troup and Travis
Timmons up front, the
strength of the team is
going to be the Knights'
defense. The unit welcomes back the reigning
Conference USA Defensive
Player of the Year and one
of the best defensive ends
in the country in Bruce

•

Miller and also features a
strong linebacking group
with Derrick Hallman,
Chance Henderson and
Lawrence Young. The secondary gained a year of
experience last season and
features a strong core of
playmakers led by comerback Josh Robinson and
safety Ketnal Ishmael
Another strength of the
team resides in the receiving corps. With Kamar
Aileen, AJ. Guyton, Brian
Watters, Jamar Newsome,
Qµincy McDuffie and newcomers Nico Flores and
Cornelius Whitehead in the
mix, the Knights are
stacked at the position.
The only issue will be if
junior quarterback Rob

Calabrese, who has been
inconsistent in his two
years with the Knights, can
deliver the ball on time and
with confidence to the
number of options he'll
have.
The weakness right now
rests at the running back
position. Brynn Harvey
went down with a knee
injury during the first
scrimmage of the spring
and isn't expected back
until after the first four
games of the season.
The bulk of the load will
rely on backups Brendan
Kelly and Jonathan Davis.
Kelly has gotten bigger in
the offseason, but he has
PLEASE SEE

ISHMAEL ON AB

RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brynn Harvey is one of the best players on offense for the Knights heading into
2010, but will he be healthy enough to play after suffering an injury in spring?

llen~s basketball

•
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New center
hoping for
•
successm
final season
CARSON INGLE
Contributing Writer

As time ticked away on
the 52-50 loss by Michigan
State to Butler on April 3 in
the NCAA National Semifinal game, one Spartm knew
he had put on the green and
white for the final time.
Despite the back-to-back
Final Four appearances and
all the prestige of playing at
MSU, Tom Herzog was
ready for a change. He just
didn't know where he
would end up.
Fast track a couple of
months and the Flint, Mich.,
native finds himself in the
center - literally and figuratively - of Donnie Jones
first recruiting
The 7foot-l soon-to-be redshirt
senior couldn't be happier
for the opportunity.
"I'm excited about basketball again,'' Henog said.
·~er four years and not
really playing as much as I
. wanted at Michigan State, J
\
was frustrated. Coming
" down here and play'
ing, I feel like I have
new life. rm just really excited about
that."

BASEBALL

RAYS ERASE FIVE-YEAR
LOSING STREAK IN CLEVELAND

CLEVELAND - Joe Maddon
celebrated quietly in his office with a
postgamelight beer. It would have
been understandableifhewas
spraying champagne.
Afternearly five yearsand 18 straight
losses, the Tampa Bay Rays finally won
in Cleveland.
"It had to happen at some point;'said
Maddon, the Rays' bespectacled
manager. "I'mglad it happened tonight
and we got it over with'.'
David Price held it together after a
rocky start, getting athree-run homer
from Ben Zobrist and asolo shot from
CarlosPena as theRays ended alosing
streakin Cleveland dating to 2005 with
a6-3win over theIndianson Saturday
night.
Price (13-5) trailed 3-0 in thesecond,
but theAl'.s All-Star gamestarter
settled in. Heallowed three hits in
seven-plusinnings, tied CC Sabathia for
the leagueleadin winsand ended
TampaBay'sfive-summers-long
winless drought at ProgressiveField.
"That'satough streak to havein
baseball, it doesn't matter what team
you'replaying;' Price said. "It'skind of
amazing."
The Rays' last win Cleveland cameon
Sept. 28, 2005, whenthey werestill
known astheDevil Rays and werethree
years from aWorld Series visit. It was
Maddon's first win ever in Cleveland,
snapping a21-game slid&hebeganas
California'sinterim skipper in 19%.
"I stink here.I'mhorrendoushere;
Maddon joked. "I'm horrible. I didn't
know it wasas easy as acquiring an
Indian and thenyou haveachanceto
win'.'
Maddon wasreferring to Rays catcher
Kelly Shoppach, who spent three and a
half seasonsin Cleveland beforethe
Indianstraded him to TampaBay in
December.
"If you can't beat them, haveoneof
themjoin you; Maddon said.
Zobrist'sreplay; eversed homer off
former Rays pitcher Mitch lalbot (8-9)
tied it at 3In thefifth, and Pena'sshot
put Tampa Bay aheadin thesixth. ·
Shelley Duncanhit atwo-run homer
for theIndians.

After redshirting
his first year in

Lansing, Herzog
never was a consistent member of
coach Tom lzzo's
rotation. Despite
being the No. 7rated center by
Rivals coming out
of high school,
Hen.og only averaged more than
five minutes per

game once in his

three years of action.
Even with the Jack of
playing time Herzog
received, Jones is
confident that his
new center can be
a significant oontributOL

"He gives us

a true center at
7-1:' Jones said.
"He is experienced, being a
part of two
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RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

ts net UVA transfer
na!;';:";
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Donnie Jones continues to
improve his basketball team for able to use my mismatches in a
game."
2010.
According
to
Spurlock left Virginia in late
UCFSports.com, the Knights March, a move that Cavaliers
first-year head coach locked in head coach Tony Bennett called
another huge transfer for his bas- "mutual"
ketball team in 1iistan Spurlock,
''.After a long discussion with
who spent last season at the Uni- 1iistan and his family, we have
versity ofVirginia
mutually agreed that it is best for
The 6-foot-8 small forward, him to leave the Virginia basket· who was a top 100 recruit in the ball program," Bennett said-in a
class of 2009, will sit out the ., release. "I appreciate what he's
2010-11 season due to NCAA done for UVA basketball and
transfer rules, but will have three understand his desire for a difyears of eligibility for the ferent playing situation. I fully
Knights after that He was a four- support his pursuit of his goals,
star prospect according to and he has my best wishes for
Rivals.com coming out of World the future."
of Life Academy in Springfield,
Va.
Women's basketball
Spurlock, who played in 13
The men's basketball team
games for the C~valiers last sea- wasn't the only team to net a
son. said he preferred to play in a quality transfer during the weekmore "up-tempo" style of end
offense, which the UCF coach is
On the women's side, head
known for.
coach Joi Williams and the
"I think I would do a lot better Knights locked in an in-state
in an up-tempo system," Spur- transfer, Kayli Keough, who
lock told UCFSports.com. ''I am transferred from FSU.
a big wing, and I think that I need
The 6-foot-2 forward signed a
to be on a team that will let me be Grant-in-Aid to play for the

Knights. An athletic grant-in-aid
is money coming from the central government for a scholarship for a student athlete.
Keough spent the past two
seasons at Florida State and will
sit out the 2010-11 season due to
NCAA transfer rules. The Land
O' Lakes High School grad
appeared in 33 games for the
Seminoles the past two years.
She was second on the team in 3point percentage offthe bench in
2009, hitting 45 percent of her
shots from beyond the arc.
She set a career-high in points
(9) and rebounds (6) versus
Hawaii on Dec. 21.

Football

UCF's games will continue to
broadcast on CBS College Sports
at least through 2016, as C-USA
extended it's partnership with
the program on Thursday.
The agreement will provide
"significant" national
and
regional exposure for football,
men's and women's basketball,
baseball and the 16 other Conference USA sports.
It also includes video-ondemand, Internet, broadband
and wireless distribution rights
for C-USA events.

Ishmael will be force

in UCF'ssecondary
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rushed the ball just 11 times in his
career. Davis is a good second
option. but it's unsure if the 5--foot9 back can shoulder the load left by
Harvey.

2. Looking at the schedule, who will
be the first major test and why?

North Carolina State will travel
to Orlando for a game Sept. 11,
making the Wolfpack the first test
for the Knights on the season. The
Knights will have a chance to see
how their talent ranks up against
that of the ACC on both sides of
the ball

3.What team on the schedule should
you fear the most?

The Knights' toughest opponent resides in the conference
with the Southern Miss Golden
F.agles.
They've made a bowl game in
eight consecutive seasons and will
be a hard-nosed, aerial-attacking
team. The Knights don't have a
player in the secondary physical
enough to cover DeAndre Brown.
and he has given them fits in the
past USM has also always been a
tough team defensively, getting
after the football and forcing the
Knights to make mistakes.
The only good part of this
matchup is that it comes at home
forUCE

4. Who is the best player on the team
that nobody talks about?

When it comes to the second-

ary, most media members mention

COURTESYVIRGINIASPORTS.COM

Tristan Spurlock, a four-star recruit and top 100 prospect coming out of high school according to Rivals.com, has decided to transfer to UCF.
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Bruce Miller leads all FBS players in the nation
in career sacks,27,and tackles for loss at 44.

•

the top two in tackles on the team
this season after coming in fourth
in2009.

S. Who is the best offensive player on
theteam?

When healthy, it's hard to argue
against junior running back Brynn
Harvey. He's continued to get better each season and runs with
power between the tackles. .
He racked up 1,109 yards on the
ground last season and scored 14 of
the Knights' 43 touchdowns.
He's quick once he gets in to the
secondary and is hard to wrap up.
It will be tough for Harvey to get
beyond the 1,000-yard mark in
2010, especially if he misses the
non-conference schedule as
expected, but his impact on the
offense should not be questioned

a

.

6. Who is the most impactful defensive player on the team?

No doubt about this one; No. 49
Robinson as the key player, but
·
there is another kid giving him a takes the cake.
Bruce Miller is the not just the
run for his money.
· Ishmael has been a nice sur- best player on UCFs defense, but
prise in the secondary for the he is the best defensive player in ·
Knights, giving them a solid, hard- the conference.
He rushes the passer better
hitting safety that makes up a lot of
room between receivers in the sec- than anyone in the country and .
can get past the offensive line to
ondary.
I like Ishmael's physical nature make plays in the backfield His
despite being just 5-foot-11. He numbers speak for themselves,
plays with swagger and confi- topping all FBS players with 27
dence and giv~ it his all every play. sacks and 44 tackles for loss in his
It wouldn't surprise me ifhe was in career.
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Herzog meshlng well
·- with new teammates Murphy's role as catalyst
MLB
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that team. He was a top 30 player in
the county coming out of high
school Hopefully by the fall, when
we are able to coach him a little bit,
he'll be thriving."
Unlike most transfers from
Division I programs, Herzog will
play right away due to an NCAA
provision. A..thletes pursuing a
graduate degree are able to transRAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
fer if that graduate program is not Donnie Jones, pictured,says transfer center
already offered by their current Tom Herzog can thrive with the Knights.
school and use whatever remaining eligibility they may have.
five other newcomers that join a
It is the same rule that allowed team mostly intact from last seaquarterback Brett Hodges to trans- son also arrived around the same
fer from Wake Forest and play for time. That makes getting to know
UCF last season.
his teammates the most exciting
Shortly after committing to the part of these early weeks for lferKnights, Herzog was made aware zog.
of Hodges' story, and he wants to
"The guys have been real
follow a similar path to success.
friendly to me," he said ''It's been·
Herzog will pursue a master's real easy to fit in with them"
degree in sports leadership and
Blending in with teammates
coaching after getting an under- always is a critical part o(any newgraduate degree in applied engi- comer's journey. Herzog has been
neering sciences from Michigan learning to play with the team in
State. He was originally unaware pick-up games the past month and
that the chance to move schools thinks he has the skill set to fit right
and play immediately was avail- in.
able.
''I'm going td be able to get up
"I was just looking into any and down," he said 'Tm going to
option that I could," Herzog said be a defensive presence and block
''When I found out that I could shots. I think I can do well in the
transfer to another school and pick-and-roll offense:·
work onmy graduate degree. I was
When all is said and done, Herjust real happy, because that option zog wants to remember this comwas a lot better than any of the ing season for one word: contribuother options I was looking at"
tion: While he stops short of
UCF was able to convince Her- making bold proclamations for
zog to spend his final year of himself as an individual, he hopes
school in Orlando, beating out to play a large role in what his team
Bowling Green and others for his does collectively. When it comes
services. It was not a hard sell, to his new team, Herzog has no
according to the big man.
such reservations on stating
''I didn't know anything about expectations.
''I think we have a real talented
UCF before I came here, but when
I came here on my visit, I fell in team;' he said ''We've got some
-love with it," he said. "I like the real talented pieces coming back.
coaches, the guys that rm with, the Everyone is working pretty hard
university and the atmosphere. I during the summer. We've added
just really fell in love with it when some new pieces and a coach
I came down."
· who's been successful in the past
After finishing up with his rd be really surprised if we didn't
course work at MSU, ·Herzog compete for the Conference USA
enrolled at UCF in late June. The championship:'

a surprise for Marlins
STEVEN WINE
Associated Press

MIAMI - With two walkoff
hits this week, journeyman
Donnie Murphy of the Florida
Marlins has learned how to take
a celebratory shaving-cream pie
in the face.
· His _advice: Keep your mouth
_and eyes closed.
''The first time, I couldn't get
the taste out of my mouth for at
least a couple of hours," Murphy said Saturday. "It was the
nastiest feeling ever. When you
get it in your eyes it stings, your
nostrils actually burn, and it
takes forever to clean out. But
it's definitely a good time."
Shaving-cream pies for lategame heroics are a Marlins' tradition, and Murphy has been
the primary target this week, A
career .195 hitter who has spent
parts of five seasons in the
majors, Murphy earned the
Three Stooges treatment when
he hit a two-out, two-run pi,nchhit homer in the ninth inning
Monday to beat Colorado 9-8.
The reserve infielder cru;ne
through again Friday, when his
pinch-hit RBI single with two
out in the ninth beat Atlanta 7-6.
ALAN DIAZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
·It was the third walkoff win this Journeyman Donnie Murphy, who started last week with 4S career RBI, provided two gameweek for the Marlins, and the ending hits for the Marlins during the week, induding his first home run in mpre than two years.
fifth one-run victory on their
tioned to the front office that he league in Southern California
homestand.
The improbable catalyst in would help us here. I knew he during the offseason six or
the surge is Murphy, who began would give us good at-bats and a seven years ago, and a former
congratuthe week with 45 career RBIs. chance to get some punch out of teammate texted
lations on his recent big hits.
The home run was his first in the bench."
Murphy was selected from The name didn't immedi~tely
more than two years.
.
·
A 27-year-old infielder, Mur- the minors July 3. With his latest ·ring a bell
"I had to text him back, 'Who
phy spent most of this season game-winner, he's 3 fQr 9 for
with Triple-A New Orleans, Florida and enjoying his burst is this?"' Murphy said. "It was_
good to hear from ·him again;
where he played for new Mar- of notoriety.
"It's definitely fun," he said. . once I figured out who it was.'"
lins manager Edwin Rodriguez.
And how many walkoff hits
After Rodriguez took over the "I like to turn on the TV and see
Marlins on June 23, he put in a myself. And I'm hearing from did Murphy have for tlie softball.
. people I haven't talked to in team?
good word for Murphy.
"Probably none," Murphy
"In a close situations, he was years."
.
One example: Murphy said, "because I think we killed
the guy I would like to see at the
plate," Rodriguez said. "I men- played in a slow-pitch softball everybody."
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What we've been up
to during the summer

FOXN£\N$Sf>.ID

HEWASAR~T

~11-IEWHITE
I-IQJSE ~DHM
REMOv'E.D!

Early this summer,
the UCF community.
Taylor and I were sworn
More than 500 people
have already signed up
into office as the UCF stusince our Summer B
dent body president and
1
launch and an exciting
. vice president.
1,500 rides have already
Ever since then, we
•C: ,
been posted
have been working hard
Creating Avenues for
to construct an experiStudent Input: The Execenced and dedicated leadutive Branch has created
-1o
ership team that will be
able to take the Student MICHAEL KILBRIDE
an Information Manage. ment Unit to leverage
Government Association
SGA President
technology and increase
to a new level of repreways for students to get
senting student interests.
Progress. has really been the information and be involved with
theme of the summer for us, and I student government SGA will be
hope you will share my excitement launching a new website for the fall ,.
when looking at some of the accom- semester that was designed to make
plishments that have already been accessing information easier for all
students.
made.
Moreover, we have been reaching ~24-Hour Study Space: SGA has
out to all our incoming freshmen at
entered into a partnership with
the orientations and have already
Knights Plaza, and we _will be openhad more than 800 of them sign up
ing a 4,400-square-foot dedicated
to learn more about getting involved
24-hour study space in the UCF
on campus.
Arena We have been working hard
''You must never stand still
to gain student input for this new
area, and we're very confident it will You're either moving upward a little t;l
bit or you're going the other way.
have something for everyone. This
You can't expect to go upward too
project is currently in the design
phase and will be entering construc- quickly, but you can sure go down
tion during the fall semester. · ·
very quickly:' Those words of forCampus Traditions & Pride: SGA mer UCLA basketball coach John
Leaders have been working with the Wooden summarize our motivation.
SGA leaders have worked nearly
Student Union and Recreation &
· .,.
Wellness Center to bring more black a combined 2,S00 hours this sumand gold to our student facilities. We mer putting key projects in place for ·
students to enjoy'this upcoming acaare proud to be Knights, and our
· facilities will finally start to reflect
demic year. While progress may not ..l
always be immediate, rest assured
that.
that our passion and dedication to
The SGA Executive Team is also
working on creating new events and the UCF community never falters.
programs to add to the Knight expeOn a personal note, pleast;
remember that I was elected to
rience. Be on the lookout for our
first away game viewing party spqn- serve you. If there is ever a concern
sored by SGA in October.
you have about our activities, or if .
you have even the smallest question .
Strengthening Green !J;li.tiatives:
about student government, I hope
The Student Union and Recreation
that you will see me in the SGA
& Wellness Center will be installing
office or take a few minutes to send
even more LED lighting in their
me an e-mail. I promise you, I'm
facilities. These building upgrades
always ready and willing to listen.
are not only making student faciliTwo easy ways to get in contact
ties more environmentally friendly,
they are saving students money.
. with me are, of course, my e-mail
Zimride: SGA has partnered with sga_pres@mail.uc£edu or on my
brand new twitter account @UCFSParking & 'fran\,portation Services
GA_Pres. I am looking forward _to
and launched the Zimride Ride
an exciting school year filled with
»
Sharing Program.
This program facilitates carpoolchallenges and opportunities. See
you back in August.
ing and ride sharing exclusively for

•
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OUR STANCE

Bonuses conte
H

at a bad time

ow would you spend ·ly at night on top of a pile of
$143,085.01? Would
money? Since when does
you buy a house? A
doing your job entitle you to
obscene amounts of money,
car? An education?
Still not sure? Well, why
anyway?
The article also said, ''At
don't you ask President John
Hitt for some ideas.
·
the same time, belt-tightenOn Thursday, the Orlaning has led to lay9ffs and
do Sentinel published an
program closings at UCF
article that made us want to
and other state universities.
vomit.
Currently, about 1,400 faculHitt, along with other
ty and professional staff
administrators, will be
members are awaiting word
receiving thousands of dolon proposed 1 percent salary
lars in bonuses based on
increases and one-time
bonuses of $1,500 for some,
performance.
The bonuses were postaccording to faculty unio~
poned from last year
leaders."
Yeah, we can't let you
because of, you guessed it,
know if your salary's going
the economy.
to go up to $30,300 or not,
Just when you thought a
decent thing was done when sorry. In the mean time
they accepted pay cuts, little though, we'll accept a nearly
did you know this was just a half million dollar pay rise
temporary delay in receivand drive off into the sunset
ing big, fat bonuses.
in a gold Merce des.
According to the article,
The gold Mercedes may
"The one-time payouts,
have been an exaggeration,
which range from about
but you get our drift.
$12,000 for Helen Donegan,
Besides, buying a gold Mervice president for communi- cedes would be ridiculous
ty relations, to about
when, for $143,000 you ·
$143,000 for Hitt, w ere
could buy about four nonbased on meeting specific
gold ones. ·
performance goals that were
The Sentinel discussed
different for each adminishow the bonuses were
accepted now instead of
trator but could include
enrollment growth."
later in order to avoid having them accumulate high
So, basically, you get a
bonus for bringing more
interest, which would possistudents to UCF, and then
bly do something like raise
increase their tuition and
our tuition more.
parking fees, and then someSounds like a self-servhow manage to sleep sound- ing, sketchy reason to us.

Why not hold off on the
bonuses and reinvest the
interest in the school, athletics or parking garages, or
put the bonuses into professor salaries?
Even if the bonuses were
part of a contract or have
been turned down the past
couple years because of the
poor economy, these bonuses will never be justified to
students.
Seeing programs slashed,
having our tuition increased,
and waking up every day
wondering if our degree will
even mean anything with
the way unemployment is
rightnow makes it hurt all
the more to see the administration get more money.
Hitt has-done a lot for
UCF and has made it better
in many ways (once again,
this is essentially his job)
with the medical school,
making us a "green school"
and everything else.
But in a time like this, his
actions aren't worth that
kind of money.
· To put that amount in
perspective, that $143,000 is
what LeBron James made
for every 20.1 points scored
last season.
For that money, you
could buy 242,516 tacos from
Del Taco, about four for
every student.
Heck, Hitt could give
each student at UCF $2.67.
We wouldn't complain.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralRoridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Sen. Pozin claims vendetta Students and faculty feel
Yes, Pozin, the whole world is out to get you. the impact of parkirag fees

I'm sure you were not wasted in the
office: I am sure that this just happens to
be a grand conspiracy against you with
multiple SGA senators and exec officials
all saying you were acting drunk.
Just like when you raped that girl a few
years back. It was everybody else's fault.

•
•

Faculty parking has increased ·each year,
yet new faculty lots haven't been built or
designated in ages. It is crazy to think they
are charging faculty and staff to park. UCF
can always encourage students to live on
campus and not have a car, but staff have
no choice but to drive. They should just
ANONYMOUS start advertising staff and faculty salaries
minus the $200-$300 parking fee.
"Claims" is loaded language. It implies
ANONYMOUS STAFFER
what the person is saying is not true.
ANONYMOUS

This guy is a joke. Please remove him
for being a frickin' moron.

I don't agree. with teachers having to
pay to park._Why should they have to pay
money to work at UCF?
ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS

Which use of "claim'? The article uses
the word in the title and Pozin uses it in his
SGA has people come in there drunk all last statement. Either way, both are pretty
the time._.
common usage of the word and don't seem
ANONYMOUS loaded
ANONYMOUS

Clarification needed
on recording laws
based on an interpretaAs technological
tion of old wiretapping
advances occur, the num::
ber of people carrying ·a
laws.
What is even more
device in their pocket
that is capable of capturridiculous is the fact that
ing video increases. The
the police are recording
law doesn't move as
so much of the public's
daily lives then turning
quickly Steve Jobs,
which is why people are
around and arresting citibeing arrested for recordzens for doing the same.
ing on-duty police offiJERRIANN SULLIVAN
Depending on where
you are in the country,
cers.
Opinions Editor
· Most states have not
you can expect to find red
updated their laws on
light video cameras, video
what citizens are and aren't allowed
cameras mounted on the dashto record This vague understanding boards of cop cars and surveillance
of the established rules that should
cameras throughout the city or state.
govern the use of new technology is ,Police officers are allowed to film
creating problems throughout the
you - prior to proving you have
·
country.
done anything illegal - but ifyou
National Public Radio had a
attempt to do the same thing, then
report recently explaining the issues you can be arrested.
our outdated laws are creating.
Some states are thinking of strapLast February, a University of
p ing video cameras to police officers
Maryland student was beaten by ·
so they can record every interaction
police officers after a college basket- they have with civilians. rd hope
ball game. Numerous viewers wityou agree that idea seems unnecesnessed the fight, recorded it on their sary and expensive.
smart phones and uploaded it to
I'm not implying that all of the
YouTube. The videos showing the
camera ideas are useless. I'm sure
beating contradicted what was in
the red light cameras have reduced
the police report
the number of accidents due to drivI am sure the student who was
ers running lights. rm also not saybrutally beaten was thankful those
ing that people should be able to
,people had cameras on their phones record every aspect of a police offiand did not hesitate to record the
cer's routine, either.
incident
When their lives overlap, though,
· Especially since the police-operthe civilian should be allowed to
ated security camera that covered
record the situation.
the beating supposedly stopped
It is necessary for citizens to push
functioning at the exact time the
politicians t o create clear and conbeating occurred.
crete laws regarding the use of video
Great, people caught the gruecameras in·certain situations. It is
some scene on camera and all is
especially important that we reduce,
right in the world
or at least equalize, the amount of
Wrong. In at least three states power police officers have to film
Illinois, Maryland and Massachuour lives.
setts - police are actively arresting
-Nl.owing police to have all of
people for recording on-duty police
these cameras while restricting our
officers. In those states, like most
rights to record the same situations
states, they are arresting people
is unfair.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check

inperson:
10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a..m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
•

Rate
100 HelpWanted:General
C
125 Help wanted: Part-Tnne C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tane C

175
200
225
250
275
300

Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments

Roommates

Sublease
For Sale: Homes

I

B
B
B
A
·A
B

Xbox 360 Reps W<llla:!! Xbox 360
lmlan:heda~OON

Ki1En. a-xJ we're kxlkrg

/NIIIM'.rep,aoon.~x

Eoo Donors Needed
Ara~reoclyb'a,~
p.,rey ol genaosity a-xj

<XllrpaS!tln~al1he sai,e
tine ga-eralirg a±ioonal n:xime?
MJSI be between 21-29. Healt!lJ,

rx:nsrrd<.er.ttug user, 'Mltl ro
airtlalta::.kga.rd. Heg1t,

weg,t pqxi,tioi .ale a-xj wli"g to
Lrder9) rna:i::al & lega

saeerrg. We rave me o11he

rrost respected gl:xJal µugans i1

111e field ofeoo oonaoon.
www.openams:xJ11StDCXJITI
941-741-4994
inb@~.CXJITI

PIT Dog;ry D8'yl:3'e ass:x:ia1e
posistions avai. MJSI l.J:M! Dogs.
lkt,l(ar,el Elq:). a i:iJs!
l..ocatKns i1 0!1ard) a-xj Saibtl
* ' * w , \ w . ~.net"""
err.¥ rest.met,

Joos@~.net

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$3(X) a day JD13111ia. l\b
E'xperierre Noces1ay. Tran-g
l"rolii'Joo./q318+0<

Rocm i:lr Rert in a 3'2.5
bM'fuuse localed 5 rrwes 1ran
UCF. Lookrg b' a cmi,
,esp::r,si)e n:romale. Rent is
$400 + 11.3 of1he utiilies. Gal
AnJe1a al 407-9ro4827

ol \Ni1ler P!rk, Flis kxlkrg i:lr
snft leooas 'Mltl ~- a'lJ day1ine
avai. 9:30am to 5pm i11he !al.
Rrmore inb. e-mi rest.me to

~@mermes.CXJITI.
WWW~

$5(XX) CCJI I pet IS800!1.

· oo:>-966652) ext 107

Merme's Frozen YcgJrt

200
4.Q with p'.ld, sirgefarriy hoo-e,

rrmtesfran LCF; $1~.
-+$m secdep. 321-544-2300
err.¥ t o m ~ CXJITl i:lr pldos.

Vvalaford Lakes:
l..aga walerfrm tunes & tMrtunes
3, 4 & 5 bctm $1,215 & l.4J. Yard lrd.
lrdvo.a l.easesAval.
.
407-760-0768 EllSOOOOO@h:Jlmai.CXJITI
www.FaRen!NwUCF.CXJ1T1

Beauiflj:?.Qa.JSbnci.pex,2rri
to U::F.1150 s q f t . ~ rd.

TOMTIJUSe Rr Rert 2 Bd25 Ba t.olh
maslss, a l ~ m.ded. 1/2.

I~

rri. Iran LCF; W/D. AVc9 f\b,{.
$750lro. Gal 4-0-7-3106683

FORRENT:
Apartments
2b'/2lb TCl'Mtlse Vdoria Piles
Q.iet Carm 15 rm 1ran l£F
Saeened pm stJrage, WfO
$95Qro cal 561-312-1498

w/

UCFtNE ORLANDO

Colcria Pone Luxuy .Aps
1 & 2 Becrooms Ree WfO, pcd,
.
fitness renter; patios.
2300 8XX1 Cr: 407-6790031

petsok.$1:rolro
+ Sec Dep. 407-35%001

l3cih doseto Vcllerda & l£FI
212. twrrome OOl1l)etely ,aroded
AvaiaE row! lrd WfO
212. Cam! Newly raroded, rd
WfO $650tno. 407-923-3400
Pla::e

325
350
375
400
500 Announcements
600 Travel'

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

Nea'Walerbd 10 Wi'lfran U::F
l3ea1iftj Room 'Mltl µiva!e bah

i:lr Female i1 a redt; ftmsha:l
Tovvrl'ane.$6!i0.00(h::. Ulities,lnemet,Ca:ie,.AJam)1 iro Deposit.Caita:t 1Sctlef 786-B46-0243

SERIOUS.STl.JOENT
Room for rent in 4'2 home in qliet
Alafaya Woods nin. fran.UCF.
Phone, cable, Bltlacbnl. Fenced
Yard. $660' mo. utll. Incl
Call Zach 2:&7119-5241

My rans is Eli: I'm 24 a-xJ I ive i1

a sma1 2 bed room 1 bath rouse
off olGoklErn.xl roa:J 'Mltl a room
b' rert $400 All. ut. rd. .
1Ml a rrusi::iai .m rave
reheasal tv.ile a week. Smoke
.m aootd free rouse. When 1re
bard isnt a11re rouse rereasrg
it is vay, vay cµet. 15 rrirues
Iran l£F a'lJ 5 rri"ues Iran F(j
Sal.Serous irq.ii3s cxrta:.t rre
al 407-702-3739.
NreJy !unshed room i1 lovely
rouse. lJli rd. 10 rrins Iran
LCF. Ca:ie l'roltp, ro pets.
$475mo. Gal Lym 407-282-0187

oct i1 mnules!
100% NEW Mallress a'lJ Box IM1
$85, ftJ $95, cµa, $110, ki:'g
$189.wihwara,ty!ca, C>elM:!I:
407-9364194

2 RoomaEs wa100 nrice hoo-e .
1/2. mlefran U::F'Mltl
amerities. Al Utis,Ca:Jle a-xj
nanet m..doo $475 rTU'ilh +
$200dep'.)sit. Cal Doug 407 9::D8255 must begayfudy, dem

SlUDENT'SPECIAL
Era'd OOH fUU_ size i11allress set
$1ffi. Ree frame. QUEEN
maltress Ill box $189. Wlie
q.a,1ities last Cal 407-484-1182

.m respectU

f'.to&roker, female roanmales
wantoo.
U::F, E Vcllerda &
Walelford Lakes, 417 & 400. In a
rice cµet, ,egtxJ,tood.
$45Cltro. w/d & uil rd. Please
cal 407-249-2)59

near

1 room avai i12/1.5 NcnSrrokirg
Female(:Jel. $500tro. h:::I al
Ulita:lle. 15rmtoUCF. Aval
00.V. Custarized lea5e avai.

C8'352.a:J4-3623

Female roanmae WllllEd. aeai,
safe, a-xj cµettrM'rh:lusevay
dose to l£F carpus. E-.eyltrg
__ mi:led.i:lr.$475. Gal Rebecx:a
407-701'.8331.

ras

1-bstm,iy
3 rooms avai. b'
female s1u::lents r::rly. 2 sby
hoo-e 1.5 rri b U::F. $475 tml, wifi
& WD rd Gal Fely 407-739-0183

9

8

CHEERLEADERS: OriandoAD ,
Sims, 1Dp conlender at .
Worlds, Is looking 1D complele
.tmns of al lellels. If you are
18 oryow,ger, and WOl*I stiB
love1D cheer competitively,
we have a spatfor you!
Please cal a Coach at 4UT~_ , for more infonnalioMo
sched!MI a tryout dale.

A
B

B
B
B

1

• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

5

3
6 3 4

9 7
6

8

Roorrrnate wanted
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RATES

Rate
RateC
ForSale:Automotive B
$19
First
issue:
For Sale: General
A
$J3
For Sale: Pets
A. . Each addl issue:
Services
ll • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line

100
i:lrcarpus cm:iassa:b's t,
i:ranoe itl.Agiyoo.v atht!p:-

.,

CLASSIFICATIONS

7 8

I
!

14

9 4

suldolku

9
1 5

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

©> Puzzles by Pappocom

6

3 4 2

1

2
7

5

1

3

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
·Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORDACROSS

1 Mr. Potato Head
maker
7 Mickey and
Minnie
11 Calculator
display, briefly
14 Find not guilty
15"_ 1nthe
Morning": talk
show
16 "Caught you
red-handedr
17 Bodybuilder's
pride
19 Plead for a treat,
dog-style
20 Barely make,
with"out"
21 FHAloan
22 Diver Louganis
23" -dokel"
25 Melville's sequel
to"Typee"
26 Flirtatious one
27 -, on an AA bait.
28 Melted dip for
steamed lobster
30 "Wait a momenr
32 "Dagnabbtt!"
33 Quaint horsepulled winter
rides
35 Machine gun
syllables
39 Psychoanalyst
Fromm
41 Surgeon's stitch
42 Table-ready
hearty entree
46 "Fill 'er up!" filler
47 Say"Ditto"
48 Catch sight of
49 Goes back out,
as the tide
50 Gal. or oz.
51 Horse trade
52 Mideast political
initials
53 "The Lord of the
Rings" tree being
54 Colorful butterfly
58 Poem of tribute
59 Seer's sign
60 _ d': headwaiter
61 Blue
62 Blood supplies
63 Depletes

DOWN

1 Possesses

.)I

By John Lampkin
2Gp.withUNC
and Duke.
among others
3 Windshieldcleaning tool
4Uke a heavy

••

parka .

5 Ready to pick

6 Mel of the Giants
7 Central area in a
big city
8 "There's no hope
for me," in oaters
.9 Dice unit .
1OTee preceder
11 Maze runner
12 Maze runner's
Incentive
13 Cloak go-with
18 Thompson of
"Howards End"
22 Suggests
indirectly
23 Yoko's family
24 _ Ration: dog

food

25 Prom corsage
26 "My, my, that's a

no-no"

28 One of 90 in a
right angle
29 J..lke band music
31 Flour strainers

.,
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Last issue solved

34 Having fewer

marbles?
36 Harbor pushers
37 Saudi, usually
38 Thomas Hardy
heroine
40 Biblical cry of
praise
42 Stars' brief film

appearances

43 Meeting·to-do
list

44 Not for kids, as
films
45 Pocket PC entry
49 "Dallas" matriarch
Miss _
51 " here" : "Ditto"
52 Pocket PCs, e.g.
54 +, on an AA bait.
55 Ostrich kin
56 Joanne of "All
the King's Men"
57 Nape's oppostte

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Student
Rote

S6011issue

•

Call in:
407 -447-4555

Log on:

www.CentralFloridafuture.com

Walk in:

I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite # 100
Orlando, FL 32817

+

I
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www.CentralFJoridaFuture.com
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How Do ll"ext
UCFNEWS to 44636?
Do you want to get
news and upd,ates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

•l

Grab your cell phone.
Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"
Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

5.

Reply A and begin receivjng
news alerts about UCF!

•

•
•
•
The Student Newspaper at lJCF since 1968

flii!!I

.P.I

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell~ text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!

*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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